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Hi, very useful site I want to know where would I get all our vedic literature(ved,Shad Darshan,
Shadang,Upved,Mahabharat, Ramayan and other precious books)translated in Hindi or Marathi And

one more suggestion we all like,love Sanskrut so why shouldnt we try to converse in Sanskrut&
Admin plz provide the facility to type in Devanagari so it will be easier Thank you very Much.
DHANYAWAD I am looking out for Sanskrit along-with English translations. The above links

apparently are of Hindi translations. Besides Tulsiram Sharmas, i saw R.L. Kashyaps, and some other
writers to have had the same structure(Sanskrit Devanagari texts with English translations below).
But none were accessible on internet for downloading. Thus, thought of contacting this forum. I am

looking out for Sanskrit along-with English translations. The above links apparently are of Hindi
translations. Besides Tulsiram Sharmas, i saw R.L. Kashyaps, and some other writers to have had the
same structure(Sanskrit Devanagari texts with English translations below). But none were accessible
on internet for downloading. I have downloaded the pdf of the book Maanubhava by Shree Kirtanath

Malla. I wanted to know the proof of the authenticity of this book because I have been hearing
different things and was wondering if someone else has checked it and can confirm it or not. It is
available on your website. I have the hard copy of the book and have been studying on my own. I
have been very inspired by your website so I wanted to check the authenticity of the book first.

Thanks and happy to be a part of your community.
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